Review and Thanks
By Mike Biles

I

’ve done a quick count and came up with the names of 104 people who
contributed in some way to Burton’s commemoration of the end of the Great
War. So it’s THANK YOU to Leah Akrigg, David Baren, Sue Bibby, Cathy
Birtwistle, Doreen Blackshaw, Jean
Brown, David Brown, Maggie Bruno,
David Bruno, Jane Burns, Mark
Capstick, Andy Carter, Jordan CarterBrown, Aaron Christie, Euan Christie,
Mark Christie, Vanessa Christie, Peter
Clark, Ian Clarke, Julie Gabriel-Clarke,
Finn Cowman, Jon Cowman, Sue Cross,
Stephen Dent, John Dudgeon, James
Duke, Mary Edmondson, Ethan
Edmondson, John Edmondson, Martyn
Fawcett, Ben Fawcett, Ashley Fisher, June Fisher, Matt Flynn, Paul Gibson,
Margaret Gibson, Ruth Gill, Tony Gill, David Gillibrand, Danielle Grumpt, Sam
Grumpt, Dick Goff, Anne Hajnrych, Stuart Hartley, Heather Hill, Mick Hill, Dave
Hodgson, Marion Hodgson, Robert Hucknall, Edith Hunter, Ken Hunter, Michael
Hunter, Mairi Ilsley, Mike Ilsley, Andy Ive, Rob Jones, Jeni Keen, John Keen, Julie
Knowles, Marian Kenyon, Peter Kitching, Michael Lavelle, Leah Lawson, Esther
Lawson, Josh Lawson, Abi Lawson, Rique Linares, Jo Martin, Dave Mason, Helena
Morwood, John Morwood, Callum Murray, Margaret Owen, Jill Peel, Sue Power,
Glyn Price, Heather Randall, Cathy Rowland, Solomon Russell, Sarah Salrein, Kath
Salrein, Jennifer Sedgwick, Marie Shorrock, Marilyn Smith, Jean Smith, Robert
Spencer, Carolyn Stephenson, Pauline Tate, Denis Tate, David Taylor, Dan Thomas,
Sue Thompson, Ian Thompson, Jean Thornber, Sid Tyrer, Dan Tyrer, Steve Vose,
Chris Watson, Heather Watts, Paul Webb, Christine Whitfield, Simon Willan and
Bryan Woolnough. This includes performers, soccer players, bakers, soup-makers,
costumiers, poppy-knitters, people who made things, decorated, photographed,
contributed their precious artefacts to the exhibition – and people who simply
HELPED. That’s about 15% of Burton’s population and I know the real number is
more than that – I simply do not know all their names. So I apologise if you helped
in any way and I haven’t included your name. Heaven knows how many more
attended the various events – the biggest attendance so far at a film event, 70-odd
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at the soccer (plus players), a minimum of 180 at the exhibition (many did not sign
the book, or attended with families but signed only once), two full-houses for the
concerts, pretty much standing-room only for the Church service, a crowd on top of,
and below, Castle Hill to witness the beacon and a heaving pub on Sunday night.
Anyway, there was something for everyone – and we even had a couple of visitors
from Canada on Sunday, who had spotted the mention we got in The Guardian.
Speaking of the concerts, everyone involved deserves a special pat on the back for
doing something that was, for most of us, way outside our normal comfort
zones. We all worked incredibly hard and the consistent feedback I’ve received has
been along the lines of, “I didn’t know Burton had so much talent”! And “I didn’t
expect it to be THAT good!” So there you go. We managed to deliver a wonderful
balance of remembrance, commemoration and celebration – as we set out to do
from the very beginning, back in January/February. I think we entertained with
laughter and tears – and gave people things to take away and think about as
well. Watching both audiences, they seemed to be almost totally engaged for the
entire duration of the programme; or maybe they were just incredibly polite!
It wasn’t only the performances: the atmosphere was spot on as soon as people
came in – the decorations, the music, the costumes. And the refreshments were
scrumptious! Everything combined to create what I think will be an unforgettable
event for all of us, and those that attended. I particularly hope the children
remember it. The venue was the right one too; it just would not have worked as
well anywhere else in the village. Sadly, many people missed out on tickets as they
sold out quicker than a Little Mix concert.
Of course, the Armistice captured the national imagination. But, through a
combination of commemoration and celebration, I think Burton did its best to not
only pay its respects, but also to understand; and perhaps we have learned a little
about ourselves in the process. It was also an opportunity for community
engagement, of course, and that aspect succeeded way beyond expectations. It also
utilised (or showcased) four vital village ‘hubs’ – the village hall, pavilion/recreation
ground, Parish Church and pub.
It seems a long time since the WW1 Group first discussed things like the football
match, a concert, an exhibition – and so on. We always said the centenary of the
Armistice was too important (and too big an opportunity) for just one group and
that a coordinated approach involving multiple groups and interests was the best
way to go. And so it was. There are still a few loose ends to tie up, not least sorting
out money and legacy - and I don’t know how we’re going to say thanks to all
involved. But in the meantime I wanted to thank everyone I could think of who
were the key organisers for each component part, from film, through exhibition,
soccer, concert, remembrance services - to beacon, bells and trench stew! It has
been a combination of foresight, inspiration, hard work – and a privilege. I don’t
know about you, but I feel I’ve made some new friends.
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The Big Match

The Dick, Kerr’s Ladies

Burton looking dangerous ...

… but not as dangerous as these two

Very balletic but where’s the ball

Match commentators Mark and Steve

Better stick to making soup Carole and Mairi
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The Entertainers

Welcome to the concert

Helena Morwood

Marie Shorrock & Marian Kenyon

Peter Clark

Marion and David Hodgson

Andy Ive Occasionals

Carole Biles

David Gillibrand

Sue Cross

The audience go wild

David Bruno

Mike Biles
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Andy Ive

The Entertainers

Edith Hunter, Sue Bibby, Heather
Watts, Julie Knowles

Denis Tate

Chris Whitfield/
Doreen Blackshaw

For the Fallen
Mike Lavelle

Anne Hajnrych

Who didn’t learn their lines?

Burton Contemptibles

The Last Post
Robert Hucknall
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Maggie Bruno

Pauline Tate

Margaret Owen

Rique Linares

Burton Young Contemptibles

The Company

The Exhibition
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Village Green and Beacon
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In the Punch Bowl

Footnote
Michael Lavelle
This souvenir would be incomplete without acknowledging the contribution to the
events of the last few weeks made by two people in particular. It started with the
Dick, Kerr’s Ladies talk a few weeks ago followed by the showing of The Wipers
Times on October 30th, on Saturday 10th two football teams attired in the strip of
the WW1 era, Black Burton (5) and Bradford City (2), played the most
sportsmanlike game you will see for a long time, followed in the afternoon and
evening by the two concerts, the exhibition in the Church ran all weekend, on
Sunday evening the lighting of the beacon took place followed by a sing-song in
the pub. It was an amazing few weeks culminating in an incredible weekend. It is
true to say that none of these events would have happened without the
inspiration, commitment and drive of Mike Biles. In fact the Remembrance Service
was the only thing he didn’t suggest and subsequently get involved with to a
greater or lesser extent. So a big thank you to Mike. As every lady will tell you
behind every remarkable man is a remarkable lady so thanks also to Mike’s
amazingly patient and long-suffering wife Carole.
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